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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR DETERMING RESPIRATORY EFFORT

Summary

Continuous non-invasive blood pressure (CNIBP) monitoring systems

allow a patient's blood pressure to be tracked continuously, unlike standard occlusion

cuff techniques, and without the hazards of invasive arterial lines. Some such systems

use multiple pulse oximetry sensors located to measure photoplethysmograph (PPG)

signals at multiple body sites on a patient. The resulting multiple PPG signals may be

compared against each other to estimate the patient's blood pressure. Chen et al. U.S.

Patent No. 6,599,25 1, which is hereby incorporated by reference herein in its entirety,

discloses some techniques for continuous and non-invasive blood pressure monitoring

using two probes or sensors that may be used in conjunction with the present disclosure.

A differential pulse transit time (DPTT) may be determined based on the

received PPG signals. A DPTT may represent the difference in the arrival times of a

portion of a cardiac wave between the two locations, and may be determined based on

identifying a corresponding fiducial point in each of the two PPG signals (e.g., a

maximum, minimum, or a notch).

The respiratory effort of a patient may be determined based on DPTTs

and relying upon a blood pressure calibration measurement from a patient using

additional equipment, such as a non-invasive blood pressure cuff. These calibrations may

not be practical for a patient who has a limited range of motion, or who is not able to

accommodate the cuff. In addition, these calibrations may be compromised because the

patient is aware that he or she is being monitored. Accordingly, techniques that allow for

the measurement of respiratory effort without such calibration measurements are needed.

In an embodiment, respiratory effort may be determined based on

characteristic points of DPTT signals - e.g., the maximum and minimum DPTT values

over a single respiration cycle, or any suitable window of time. The difference between

the maximum and minimum DPTT values may then be taken as the change in blood

pressure of a patient. Calculated changes in diastolic and systolic blood pressure

measurements may be used in combination to obtain a change in mean arterial pressure.

In another embodiment, one or more mean DPTT measurements may be calculated and

used to determine a change in blood pressure over particular periods of time For



example, an increase in the baseline (i.e., mean DPTT) of a DPTT signal over time may

indicate increased autonomic and/or respiratory activity on behalf of the patient being

monitored, and thus an increase in the patient's blood pressure.

Brief Description of the Drawings

The above and other features of the present disclosure, its nature and

various advantages will be more apparent upon consideration of the following detailed

description, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings and in which:

FIG. 1 shows an illustrative pulse oximetry system in accordance with an

embodiment;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the illustrative pulse oximetry system of

FIG. 1 coupled to a patient in accordance with an embodiment;

FIG. 3 is an illustrative processing system in accordance with an

embodiment;

FIG. 4 shows an illustrative PPG signal in accordance with an

embodiment;

FIG. 5(a) and 5(b) show illustrative plots of DPTT measurements in

accordance with embodiments of the disclosure;

FIG. 6 shows an illustrative plot of a mean DPTT measurement over a

first period of time in accordance with an embodiment;

FIG. 7 shows an illustrative plot of mean DPTT measurements over

multiple periods of time in accordance with an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 8 is a flowchart of an illustrative process for computing a physical

parameter based on a localized change in DPTT in accordance with an embodiment; and

FIG. 9 is a flowchart of an illustrative process for computing an absolute

blood pressure measurement based on a localized change in DPTT in accordance with an

embodiment.

Detailed Description

Some CNIBP monitoring techniques utilize two probes or sensors

positioned at two different locations on a subject's body. The elapsed time, T, between

the arrivals of corresponding points of a pulse signal at the two locations may then be

determined using signals obtained by the two probes or sensors. The estimated blood

pressure, p , may then be related to the elapsed time, T, by



p + b -\n(T) (1)

where and b are constants that may be dependent upon the nature of the subject and the

nature of the signal detecting devices. Other suitable equations using an elapsed time

between corresponding points of a pulse signal may also be used to derive an estimated

blood pressure measurement.

Equation (1) may be used to determine the estimated blood pressure from

the time difference, T, between corresponding points of a pulse signal received by two

sensors or probes attached to two different locations of a subject. As described in more

detail below, however, the value used for the time difference, T, in equation (1) (or in

any other blood pressure equation using an elapsed time value between corresponding

points of a pulse signal) may also be derived from a signal obtained from a single sensor

or probe. In one suitable approach, the signal obtained from the single sensor or probe

may take the form of a PPG signal obtained, for example, from a CNIBP monitoring

system or pulse oximeter.

A PPG signal may be used to determine blood pressure according to the

present disclosure at least in part because the shape of the PPG signal may be considered

to be made up of the pulse wave and its many reflections throughout the circulatory

system. As such, blood pressure equations used in continuous blood pressure monitoring

techniques that use sensors or probes at two locations (e.g., equation (1) above) may also

be used with continuous blood pressure monitoring techniques that use only a single

probe. As described in more detail below, characteristic points may be identified in a

detected PPG signal. To determine blood pressure using a PPG signal, the time

difference, T, in equation (1) (or in any other blood pressure equation using the time

between corresponding points of a pulse signal) may then be substituted with the time

between two characteristic points in a detected PPG signal.

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of an embodiment of a CNIBP monitoring

system 10 that may also be used to perform pulse oximetry. System 10 may include a

sensor 12 and a monitor 14. Sensor 12 may include an emitter 16 for emitting light at

one or more wavelengths into a patient's tissue. A detector 18 may also be provided in

sensor 12 for detecting the light originally from emitter 16 that emanates from the

patient's tissue after passing through the tissue.

According to another embodiment and as will be described, system 10

may include a plurality of sensors forming a sensor array in lieu of single sensor 12.



Each of the sensors of the sensor array may be a complementary metal oxide

semiconductor (CMOS) sensor. Alternatively, each sensor of the array may be charged

coupled device (CCD) sensor. In another embodiment, the sensor array may be made up

of a combination of CMOS and CCD sensors. The CCD sensor may comprise a

photoactive region and a transmission region for receiving and transmitting data whereas

the CMOS sensor may be made up of an integrated circuit having an array of pixel

sensors. Each pixel may have a photodetector and an active amplifier.

According to an embodiment, emitter 16 and detector 18 may be on

opposite sides of a digit such as a finger or toe, in which case the light that is emanating

from the tissue has passed completely through the digit. In an embodiment, detector 18

(e.g., a reflective sensor) may be positioned anywhere a strong pulsatile flow may be

detected (e.g., over arteries in the neck, wrist, thigh, ankle, ear, or any other suitable

location). In an embodiment, emitter 16 and detector 18 may be arranged so that light

from emitter 16 penetrates the tissue and is reflected by the tissue into detector 18, such

as a sensor designed to obtain pulse oximetry or CNIBP data from a patient's forehead.

In an embodiment, the sensor or sensor array may be connected to and

draw its power from monitor 14 as shown. In another embodiment, the sensor may be

wirelessly connected to monitor 14 and include its own battery or similar power supply

(not shown). Monitor 14 may be configured to calculate physiological parameters (e.g.,

blood pressure) based at least in part on data received from sensor 12 relating to light

emission and detection. In an alternative embodiment, the calculations may be

performed on the monitoring device itself and the result of the light intensity reading

may be passed to monitor 14. Further, monitor 14 may include a display 20 configured

to display the physiological parameters or other information about the system. In the

embodiment shown, monitor 14 may also include a speaker 22 to provide an audible

sound that may be used in various other embodiments, such as for example, sounding an

audible alarm in the event that a patient's physiological parameters are not within a

predefined normal range.

In an embodiment, sensor 12, or the sensor array, may be

communicatively coupled to monitor 14 via a cable 24. However, in other embodiments,

a wireless transmission device (not shown) or the like may be used instead of or in

addition to cable 24.

In the illustrated embodiment, system 10 may also include a multi¬

parameter patient monitor 26. The monitor may be cathode ray tube type, a flat panel



display (as shown) such as a liquid crystal display (LCD) or a plasma display, or any

other type of monitor now known or later developed. Multi-parameter patient monitor

26 may be configured to calculate physiological parameters and to provide a display 28

for information from monitor 14 and from other medical monitoring devices or systems

(not shown). For example, multi-parameter patient monitor 26 may be configured to

display an estimate of a patient's blood pressure from monitor 14, blood oxygen

saturation generated by monitor 14 (referred to as an "Sp0 2" measurement), and pulse

rate information from monitor 14.

Monitor 14 may be communicatively coupled to multi-parameter patient

monitor 26 via a cable 32 or 34 that is coupled to a sensor input port or a digital

communications port, respectively and/or may communicate wirelessly (not shown). In

addition, monitor 14 and/or multi-parameter patient monitor 26 may be coupled to a

network to enable the sharing of information with servers or other workstations (not

shown). Monitor 14 may be powered by a battery (not shown) or by a conventional

power source such as a wall outlet.

Calibration device 80, which may be powered by monitor 14, a battery, or

by a conventional power source such as a wall outlet, may include any suitable blood

pressure calibration device. For example, calibration device 80 may take the form of any

invasive or non-invasive blood pressure monitoring or measuring system used to

generate reference blood pressure measurements for use in calibrating the CNIBP

monitoring techniques described herein. Such calibration devices may include, for

example, an aneroid or mercury sphygmomanometer and occluding cuff, a pressure

sensor inserted directly into a suitable artery of a patient, an oscillometric device or any

other device or mechanism used to sense, measure, determine, or derive a reference

blood pressure measurement. In one suitable approach, calibration device 80 may

include a manual input device (not shown) used by an operator to manually input

reference blood pressure measurements obtained from some other source (e.g., an

external invasive or non-invasive blood pressure measurement system).

Calibration device 80 may also access reference blood pressure

measurements stored in memory (e.g., RAM, ROM, or a storage device). For example,

in one suitable approach, calibration device 80 may access reference blood pressure

measurements from a relational database stored within calibration device 80, monitor 14,

or multi-parameter patient monitor 26. As described in more detail below, the reference

blood pressure measurements generated or accessed by calibration device 80 may be



updated in real-time, resulting in a continuous source of reference blood pressure

measurements for use in continuous or periodic calibration. Alternatively, reference

blood pressure measurements generated or accessed by calibration device 80 may be

updated periodically, and calibration may be performed on the same periodic cycle. In

the depicted embodiments, calibration device 80 is connected to monitor 14 via cable 82.

In other embodiments, calibration device 80 may be a stand-alone device that may be in

wireless communication with monitor 14. Reference blood pressure measurements may

then be wirelessly transmitted to monitor 14 for use in calibration. In still other

embodiments, calibration device 80 is completely integrated within monitor 14.

Alternative, in other embodiments, calibration device 80 is omitted from CNIBP

monitoring system 10.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a CNIBP monitoring system, such as system

10 of FIG. 1, which may be coupled to a patient 40 in accordance with an embodiment.

Certain illustrative components of sensor 12 and monitor 14 are illustrated in FIG. 2.

Sensor 12 may include emitter 16, detector 18, and encoder 42. In the embodiment

shown, emitter 16 may be configured to emit at least one wavelength of light {e.g., RED

or IR) into a patient's tissue 40. For calculating Sp0 2, emitter 16 may include a RED

light emitting light source such as RED light emitting diode (LED) 44 and an IR light

emitting light source such as IR LED 46 for emitting light into the patient's tissue 40. In

other embodiments, emitter 16 may include a light emitting light source of a wavelength

other than RED or IR. In one embodiment, the RED wavelength may be between about

600 nm and about 700 nm, and the IR wavelength may be between about 800 nm and

about 1000 nm. In embodiments where a sensor array is used in place of single sensor,

each sensor may be configured to emit a single wavelength. For example, a first sensor

emits only a RED light while a second only emits an IR light.

It will be understood that, as used herein, the term "light" may refer to

energy produced by radiative sources and may include one or more of ultrasound, radio,

microwave, millimeter wave, infrared, visible, ultraviolet, gamma ray or X-ray

electromagnetic radiation. As used herein, light may also include any wavelength within

the radio, microwave, infrared, visible, ultraviolet, or X-ray spectra, and that any suitable

wavelength of electromagnetic radiation may be appropriate for use with the present

techniques. Detector 18 may be chosen to be specifically sensitive to the chosen targeted

energy spectrum of the emitter 16.



In an embodiment, detector 18 may be configured to detect the intensity

of light at the emitted wavelengths (or any other suitable wavelength). Alternatively,

each sensor in the array may be configured to detect an intensity of a single wavelength.

In operation, light may enter detector 18 after passing through the patient's tissue 40.

Detector 18 may convert the intensity of the received light into an electrical signal. The

light intensity is directly related to the absorbance and/or reflectance of light in the tissue

40. That is, when more light at a certain wavelength is absorbed, reflected or scattered,

less light of that wavelength is received from the tissue by the detector 18. After

converting the received light to an electrical signal, detector 18 may send the signal to

monitor 14, where physiological parameters may be calculated based on the absorption

of one or more of the RED and IR (or other suitable) wavelengths in the patient's tissue

40.

In an embodiment, encoder 42 may contain information about sensor 12,

such as what type of sensor it is {e.g., whether the sensor is intended for placement on a

forehead or digit) and the wavelength or wavelengths of light emitted by emitter 16.

This information may be used by monitor 14 to select appropriate algorithms, lookup

tables and/or calibration coefficients stored in monitor 14 for calculating the patient's

physiological parameters.

Encoder 42 may contain information specific to patient 40, such as, for

example, the patient's age, weight, and diagnosis. This information may allow monitor

14 to determine, for example, patient-specific threshold ranges in which the patient's

physiological parameter measurements should fall and to enable or disable additional

physiological parameter algorithms. Encoder 42 may, for instance, be a coded resistor

which stores values corresponding to the type of sensor 12 or the type of each sensor in

the sensor array, the wavelength or wavelengths of light emitted by emitter 16 on each

sensor of the sensor array, and/or the patient's characteristics. In another embodiment,

encoder 42 may include a memory on which one or more of the following information

may be stored for communication to monitor 14: the type of the sensor 12; the

wavelength or wavelengths of light emitted by emitter 16; the particular wavelength each

sensor in the sensor array is monitoring; a signal threshold for each sensor in the sensor

array; any other suitable information; or any combination thereof.

In an embodiment, signals from detector 18 and encoder 42 may be

transmitted to monitor 14. In the embodiment shown, monitor 14 may include a general-

purpose microprocessor 48 connected to an internal bus 50. Microprocessor 48 may be



adapted to execute software, which may include an operating system and one or more

applications, as part of performing the functions described herein. Also connected to bus

50 may be a read-only memory (ROM) 52, a random access memory (RAM) 54, user

inputs 56, display 20, and speaker 22.

RAM 54 and ROM 52 are illustrated by way of example, and not

limitation. Any suitable computer-readable media may be used in the system for data

storage. Computer-readable media are capable of storing information that can be

interpreted by microprocessor 48. This information may be data or may take the form of

computer-executable instructions, such as software applications, that cause the

microprocessor to perform certain functions and/or computer-implemented methods.

Depending on the embodiment, such computer-readable media may include computer

storage media and communication media. Computer storage media may include volatile

and non-volatile, removable and non-removable media implemented in any method or

technology for storage of information such as computer-readable instructions, data

structures, program modules or other data. Computer storage media may include, but is

not limited to, RAM, ROM, EPROM, EEPROM, flash memory or other solid state

memory technology, CD-ROM, DVD, or other optical storage, magnetic cassettes,

magnetic tape, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, or any other

medium which can be used to store the desired information and which can be accessed

by components of the system.

In the embodiment shown, a time processing unit (TPU) 58 may provide

timing control signals to a light drive circuitry 60, which may control when emitter 16 is

illuminated and multiplexed timing for the RED LED 44 and the IR LED 46. TPU 58

may also control the gating-in of signals from detector 18 through an amplifier 62 and a

switching circuit 64. These signals are sampled at the proper time, depending upon

which light source is illuminated. The received signal from detector 18 may be passed

through an amplifier 66, a low pass filter 68, and an analog-to-digital converter 70. The

digital data may then be stored in a queued serial module (QSM) 72 (or buffer) for later

downloading to RAM 54 as QSM 72 fills up. In one embodiment, there may be multiple

separate parallel paths having amplifier 66, filter 68, and AID converter 70 for multiple

light wavelengths or spectra received.

In an embodiment, microprocessor 48 may determine the patient's

physiological parameters, such as blood pressure, Sp0 2, and pulse rate, using various

algorithms and/or look-up tables based on the value of the received signals and/or data



corresponding to the light received by detector 18. Signals corresponding to information

about patient 40, and particularly about the intensity of light emanating from a patient's

tissue over time, may be transmitted from encoder 42 to a decoder 74. These signals

may include, for example, encoded information relating to patient characteristics.

Decoder 74 may translate these signals to enable the microprocessor to determine the

thresholds based on algorithms or look-up tables stored in ROM 52. User inputs 56 may

be used to enter information about the patient, such as age, weight, height, diagnosis,

medications, treatments, and so forth. In an embodiment, display 20 may exhibit a list of

values which may generally apply to the patient, such as, for example, age ranges or

medication families, which the user may select using user inputs 56.

The optical signal through the tissue can be degraded by noise, among

other sources. One source of noise is ambient light that reaches the light detector.

Another source of noise is electromagnetic coupling from other electronic instruments.

Movement of the patient also introduces noise and affects the signal. For example, the

contact between the detector and the skin, or the emitter and the skin, can be temporarily

disrupted when movement causes either to move away from the skin. In addition,

because blood is a fluid, it responds differently than the surrounding tissue to inertial

effects, thus resulting in momentary changes in volume at the point to which the sensor

or probe is attached.

Noise (e.g. , from patient movement) can degrade a CNIBP or pulse

oximetry signal relied upon by a physician, without the physician's awareness. This is

especially true if the monitoring of the patient is remote, the motion is too small to be

observed, or the doctor is watching the instrument or other parts of the patient, and not

the sensor site. Processing CNIBP or pulse oximetry (i.e., PPG) signals may involve

operations that reduce the amount of noise present in the signals or otherwise identify

noise components in order to prevent them from affecting measurements of physiological

parameters derived from the PPG signals.

CNIBP monitoring system 10 may also include calibration device 80.

Although shown external to monitor 14 in the example of FIG. 2, calibration device 80

may additionally or alternatively be internal to monitor 14. Calibration device 80 may be

connected to internal bus 50 of monitor 14. As described in more detail below, reference

blood pressure measurements from calibration device 80 may be accessed by

microprocessor 48 for use in calibrating the CNIBP measurements.



FIG. 3 is an illustrative processing system 300 in accordance with an

embodiment. In an embodiment, input signal generator 310 generates an input signal

316. As illustrated, input signal generator 310 may include oximeter 320 (or similar

device) coupled to sensor 318, which may provide as input signal 316, a PPG signal. It

will be understood that input signal generator 310 may include any suitable signal

source, signal generating data, signal generating equipment, or any combination thereof

to produce signal 316.

An oximeter may include a light sensor that is placed at a site on a patient,

typically a fingertip, toe, forehead or earlobe, or in the case of a neonate, across a foot.

The oximeter may pass light using a light source through blood perfused tissue and

photoelectrically sense the absorption of light in the tissue. For example, the oximeter

may measure the intensity of light that is received at the light sensor as a function of

time. A signal representing light intensity versus time or a mathematical manipulation of

this signal (e.g., a scaled version thereof, a log taken thereof, a scaled version of a log

taken thereof, etc.) may be referred to as the photoplethysmograph (PPG) signal. In

addition, the term "PPG signal," as used herein, may also refer to an absorption signal

(i.e., representing the amount of light absorbed by the tissue) or any suitable

mathematical manipulation thereof. The light intensity or the amount of light absorbed

may then be used to calculate the amount of the blood constituent (e.g., oxyhemoglobin)

being measured as well as the pulse rate and when each individual pulse occurs.

In an embodiment, signal 316 may be coupled to processor 312.

Processor 312 may be any suitable software, firmware, and/or hardware, and/or

combinations thereof for processing signal 316. For example, processor 312 may

include one or more hardware processors (e.g., integrated circuits), one or more software

modules, computer-readable media such as memory, firmware, or any combination

thereof. Processor 312 may, for example, be a computer or may be one or more chips

(i.e., integrated circuits). Processor 312 may perform some or all of the calculations

associated with the blood pressure monitoring methods of the present disclosure. For

example, processor 312 may determine the time difference, T, between any two chosen

characteristic points of a PPG signal obtained from input signal generator 310. Processor

312 may also be configured to apply equation (1) (or any other blood pressure equation

using an elapsed time value) and compute estimated blood pressure measurements on a

continuous or periodic basis. Processor 312 may also perform any suitable signal

processing of signal 316 to filter signal 316, such as any suitable band-pass filtering,



adaptive filtering, closed-loop filtering, and/or any other suitable filtering, and/or any

combination thereof. For example, signal 316 may be filtered one or more times prior to

or after identifying characteristic points in signal 316.

Processor 312 may be coupled to one or more memory devices (not

shown) or incorporate one or more memory devices such as any suitable volatile memory

device (e.g., RAM, registers, etc.), non-volatile memory device (e.g., ROM, EPROM,

magnetic storage device, optical storage device, flash memory, etc.), or both. Processor

312 may be coupled to a calibration device (not shown) that may generate or receive as

input reference blood pressure measurements for use in calibrating CNIBP calculations.

Processor 312 may be coupled to output 314. Output 314 may be any

suitable output device such as, for example, one or more medical devices (e.g., a medical

monitor that displays various physiological parameters, a medical alarm, or any other

suitable medical device that either displays physiological parameters or uses the output

of processor 212 as an input), one or more display devices (e.g., monitor, PDA, mobile

phone, any other suitable display device, or any combination thereof), one or more audio

devices, one or more memory devices (e.g., hard disk drive, flash memory, RAM, optical

disk, any other suitable memory device, or any combination thereof), one or more

printing devices, any other suitable output device, or any combination thereof.

It will be understood that system 300 may be incorporated into system 10

(FIGS. 1 and 2) in which, for example, input signal generator 310 may be implemented

as parts of sensor 12 and monitor 14 and processor 312 may be implemented as part of

monitor 14. In one suitable approach, portions of system 300 may be configured to be

portable. For example, all or a part of system 300 may be embedded in a small, compact

object carried with or attached to the patient (e.g., a watch (or other piece of jewelry) or

cellular telephone). In such embodiments, a wireless transceiver (not shown) may also

be included in system 300 to enable wireless communication with other components of

system 10. As such, system 10 may be part of a fully portable and continuous blood

pressure monitoring solution.

According to the present disclosure, reliable blood pressure measurements

may be derived from a PPG signal obtained from a single sensor or probe. In one

suitable approach, the constants a and b in equation (1) above may be determined by

performing a calibration. The calibration may involve taking a reference blood pressure

reading to obtain a reference blood pressure Po, measuring the elapsed time To

corresponding to the reference blood pressure, and then determining values for both of



the constants a and b from the reference blood pressure and elapsed time measurement.

Calibration may be performed at any suitable time (e.g., once initially after monitoring

begins) or on any suitable schedule (e.g., a periodic or event-driven schedule). In one

suitable approach, constants a and b in equation (1) above may be predetermined - for

example, determined based on empirical data without performing a calibration.

In one suitable approach, the calibration may include performing

calculations mathematically equivalent to

and

b = (3)
T ) +c

to obtain values for the constants and b, where and C2 are predetermined constants

that may be determined, for example, based on empirical data.

In other embodiments, determining the plurality of constant parameters in

the u t -parameter equation ( ) may include performing calculations mathematically

equivalent to

=P - c T +c ) ln T ) (4)

and

b =c T +c4 (5)

where a and b are first and second parameters and and c4 are predetermined constants

that may be determined, for example, based on empirical data.

In one suitable approach, the multi-parameter equation (1) may include a

non-linear function which is monotonically decreasing and concave upward in a manner

specified by the constant parameters.

As mentioned above, multi-parameter equation (1) may be used to

determine estimated blood pressure measurements from the time difference, T, between

two or more characteristic points of a PPG signal. In one suitable approach, the PPG

signals used in the CNIBP monitoring techniques described herein are generated by a

pulse oximeter or similar device.



The present disclosure may be applied to measuring systolic blood

pressure, diastolic blood pressure, mean arterial pressure (MAP), or any combination of

the foregoing on an on-going, continuous, or periodic basis. In one suitable approach,

measuring the time difference, T, includes measuring a first time difference, Ts, for

certain portions (i.e., portions corresponding generally to the parts of the signals

associated with systolic blood pressure) of the PPG signal. Measuring the first time

difference may comprise maximizing a cross-correlation between some components of

the PPG signal. In such measurements, portions of the PPG signal that fall below a first

threshold may not be considered in one suitable approach. The first threshold may be an

average value for the signal (or equivalently a mean value for the signal).

FIG. 4 shows illustrative PPG signal 400. As described above, in one

suitable approach PPG signal 400 may be generated by a pulse oximeter or similar

device positioned at any suitable location of a subject's body. Notably, PPG signal 400

may be generated using only a single sensor or probe attached to the subject's body.

Such techniques are described with respect to U.S. Patent Application No. 12/242,238,

filed on September 30, 2008, entitled "Systems and Methods for Non-Invasive Blood

Pressure Monitoring" and U.S. Patent Application No. 12/242,867, filed on September

30, 2008, entitled "Systems And Methods For Non-Invasive Continuous Blood Pressure

Determination," which are both hereby incorporated by reference herein in their

entireties.

Characteristic points in a PPG (e.g., PPG signal 400) may be identified in

a number of ways. For example, in one suitable approach, the turning points of 1st, 2nd,

3rd (or any other) derivative of the PPG signal are used as characteristic points.

Additionally or alternatively, points of inflection in the PPG signal (or any suitable

derivative thereof) may also be used as characteristic points of the PPG signal. The time

difference, T, may correspond to the time it takes*the pulse wave to travel a

predetermined distance (e.g., a distance from the sensor or probe to a reflection point and

back to the sensor or probe). Characteristic points in the PPG signal may also include

the time between various peaks in the PPG signal and/or in some derivative of the PPG

signal. For example, in one suitable approach, the time difference, T, may be calculated

between (1) the maximum peak of the PPG signal in the time domain and the second

peak in the 2nd derivative of the PPG signal (the first 2nd derivative peak may be close

to the maximum peak in the time domain) and/or (2) peaks in the 2nd derivative of the

PPG signal. Any other suitable time difference between any suitable characteristic



points in the PPG signal (e.g., PPG signal 400) or any derivative of the PPG signal may

be used as T in other embodiments.

In one suitable approach, the time difference between the adjacent peaks

in PPG signals, the time difference between the adjacent valleys in PPG signals, or the

time difference between any combination of peaks and valleys, can be used as the time

difference T. As such, adjacent peaks and/or adjacent valleys in PPG signals (or in any

derivative thereof) may also be considered characteristics points. In one suitable

approach, these time differences may be divided by the actual or estimated heart rate to

normalize the time differences. In one suitable approach, the resulting time difference

values between two peaks may be used to determine the systolic blood pressure, and the

resulting time difference values between two valleys may be used to determine the

diastolic blood pressure. In an embodiment, the time differences between characteristic

points associated with a pulse's maximal and minimal turning points (i.e., those

characteristic points associated with maximum and minimum pressures) may be

measured from relatively stable points in PPG signals.

A patient's blood pressure may be monitored continuously using moving

PPG signals. PPG signal detection means may include a pulse oximeter (or other similar

device) and associated hardware, software, or both. A processor may continuously

analyze the signal from the PPG signal detection means in order to continuously monitor

a patient's blood pressure.

In one suitable approach, past blood pressure measurements are used to

scale current and future measurements. For example, to avoid large swings in detected

blood pressure a running or moving blood pressure average may be maintained.

Detected blood pressure values outside some pre-defined threshold of the moving

average may be ignored in one suitable approach. Additionally or alternatively, detected

blood pressure values outside some pre-defined threshold of the moving average may

automatically signal a recalibration event.

According to one suitable approach, one or more calibration (or

recalibration) steps may be employed by measuring the patient's blood pressure (or a

reference blood pressure), P0, and then measuring the corresponding elapsed time, To,

between the chosen characteristic points in the PPG signal. Updated or refined values

for constants a and b of equation (1) (or other suitable blood pressure equation) may then

be computed based on the calibration. Calibration may be performed once, initially at

the start of the continuous monitoring, or calibration may be performed on a regular or



event-driven schedule. In one suitable approach, calibration may also include changing

the characteristic points used to compute the time difference, T. For example, several

different blood pressure determinations may be made in parallel using different sets of

characteristic points. The set of characteristic points that yields the most accurate blood

pressure reading during the calibration period may then be used as the new set of

characteristic points. As such, the characteristic points of the PPG signal used in the

blood pressure determination may be modified on-the-fly and may vary during a single

monitoring session. Such an adaptive approach to selecting characteristic points in the

PPG signal may help yield more accurate blood pressure readings. In other

embodiments, no calibration steps are performed in order to yield accurate blood

pressure measurements, as will be described below.

In one suitable approach, no calibration steps are performed in order to

yield accurate blood pressure measurements. It may be important to monitor certain

physiological parameters of a patient, such as respiration rate and blood pressure, in a

clinical setting. For example, blood pressure information may be important for

diagnosing or monitoring a cardiovascular ailment. However, blood pressure

measurements need not rely on an initial calibration measurement taken by additional

equipment, such as a non-invasive blood pressure cuff, as will be described with respect

to the embodiments that follow.

In an embodiment, a blood pressure measurement may be obtained based

on a localized change in a related indicator, such as differential pulse transit time

(DPTT). These changes in DPTT may directly translate into changes in blood pressure

and may be used to generate CNIPB readings. In one suitable approach, the blood

pressure measurement may be provided in absolute units of pressure {e.g., mmHG or

cmH20). Such a measurement may be more convenient for clinicians and/or more useful

in further calculations by monitoring equipment. As discussed above, no blood pressure

measurement device {e.g. , a non-invasive blood pressure cuff) may be required to obtain

a measure of blood pressure from an initial calibration measurement. The only probes

that may be required for the measurement of blood pressure fluctuations due to

respiration are one or more oximeter probes attached to one or more sites on the body of

the patient at particular distances from the heart {e.g., at the finger and/or the forehead).

Such probes may be substantially similar to sensor 12 (FIG. 1). In one suitable

approach, respiratory effort may be determined from the changes in DPTT. Although the

present disclosure will be described with respect to the measurement of respiratory effort



(e.g., as derived from changes in blood pressure), it will be understood that the present

disclosure may be applied to any suitable physiological parameter (e.g., respiration rate,

blood oxygen saturation) and may be used to determine a characteristic value of that

physiological parameter. Embodiments will now be discussed in connection with FIGS.

5-9.

The respiratory effort of a patient may be derived from any suitable

received signal or signals using, for example, system 10 or system 400. FIG. 5(a), 5(b),

6, and 7 show illustrative plots 510, 520, 600, and 700 of DPTT measurements in

accordance with embodiments of the disclosure. In one suitable approach, plots 510,

520, 600, and 700 may be produced from data gathered from an individual probe or

sensor (i.e., sensor 12) used with a detector (i.e., detector 18) suitably positioned

anywhere on patient 40 (e.g., in an area where a strong pulsatile flow may be detected,

such as over arteries in the neck, wrist, thigh, ankle, ear, or any other suitable location).

In addition, in one suitable approach the data may be gathered while the

patient is breathing against a slight resistance in order to cause more pronounced changes

in DPTT within a respiratory cycle. These pronounced changes are then used to

determine relative changes in blood pressure. The data may be captured in a PPG signal,

which may then be analyzed (i.e., using processor 412) and used to compute DPTT

measurements. As shown in plots 510 and 520, the DPTT measurements may be plotted

over time, with DPTT measurements from diastolic and systolic periods of a heart beat

each plotted separately. These sets of DPTT measurements may be referred to as

"systolic DPTT measurements" and "diastolic DPTT measurements", respectively. In

one suitable approach (not shown), DPTT measurements may be related to thoracic

pressure changes. In one suitable approach, these plots may contain continuous

representations (e.g., signals) of DPTT measurements over time. For example, plot 510

depicts systolic DPTT measurements as signal 505, and plot 520 depicts diastolic DPTT

measurements as signal 525. In addition, plots 600 and 700 depict diastolic or systolic

DPTT measurements as signals 610 and 702, respectively.

In one suitable approach, signals 505, 525, 610, and 702 may be

modulated based on a patient's breathing (e.g. , the baseline of signals 505, 525, 610, and

702 may oscillate in relation to the patient's breathing) and may include other oscillatory

features (e.g., may contain repeating patterns of DPTT values) that may be analyzed to

derive a measure of respiratory effort. In one suitable approach, multiparameter patient

monitor 26 may be configured to display plots 510, 520, 600, and/or 700.



From these DPTT measurements, reliable and accurate blood pressure

values may be computed on a continuous or periodic basis, as will be described below.

In an embodiment, the changes in blood pressure directly correlate to the respiratory

effort of a patient. For example, a patient's change in blood pressure may be taken as a

change in the respiratory effort of the patient. Thus, the changes in DPTT over time may

be used to determine relative changes in respiratory effort. In an example, the change in

blood pressure over a respiratory cycle may be determined based on characteristic

measurements (e.g., maximum and minimum measurements) of DPTT during that

respiratory cycle. In turn, the respiratory effort may be determined to be directly

correlated to these changes in DPTT - for example, the larger difference between the

maximum and minimum DPTT during the respiratory cycle, the higher the measurement

of respiratory effort. In another example, the mean DPTT value over a period of time

may be used to determine a change in blood pressure - for example, a larger mean DPTT

value over a first period of time may correlate to a blood pressure measurement that is

lower relative to an initial blood pressure measurement. In turn, the respiratory effort of

a patient during the first period of time may be determined to be higher than during the

period of time associated with the initial blood pressure measurement.

Focusing now on plots 510 and 520 of FIG 5(a) and 5(b), in order to

calculate respiratory effort from DPTT measurements, values of signals 505 and 525

may be selected. This selection may be based on identified characteristic points (e.g.,

maximum, minimum) for blood pressure calculations. These calculations may include,

for example, taking a natural logarithm of a time difference between two characteristic

points, or by solving a multi-parameter equation, such as p =a +b · ln(T) , or a

mathematical equivalent thereof, where p is the determined blood pressure measurement,

T is a time difference determined from the identified characteristic points, and a and b

are constants.

In an embodiment, a multi-parameter equation (i.e., equation (1)) may be

adopted to calculate the difference between two readings of DPTT such that no blood

pressure calibrations need be performed - i.e., the blood pressure calculation is

performed using only the DPTT readings. For example, the multi-parameter equation

may be adopted for two readings of DPTT taken at two different times - e.g.,

P = +b-ln(T ) and Ρ =a +b -\n(T ) (6),



where P and P, are relative blood pressure measurements, T and T are DPTTs

determined from the identified characteristic points, is a constant, and b is proportional

to the times T and T . Accordingly, the change in pressure may be calculated as

AP =b -( T - \n(T )) (7).

In an embodiment, b = c3 · T +c4 , where T is the average of T and T , and c3 and c4

are pressure constants. In such embodiments, the equation for change in blood pressure

may be rewritten as

AP = (c3 · (( + ) / 2) + c4 ) · ( 1η( ) - 1η( , )) (8).

In other embodiments, T may be any other suitable DPTT's that may, for example, be

proportional to T and , including the values of T and T themselves.

In an embodiment, the identified DPTTs of characteristic points used in

blood pressure calculation may be selected according to the maximum and minimum

DPTT values throughout an entire respiration cycle. Exemplary respiration cycles are

illustrated in portion 514 of signal 505 and portion 524 of signal 525. In an embodiment,

a respiration cycle may be observed using a moving window of time of any suitable

length - for example, 1, 1.5, 3, 5, or any suitable number of seconds. The maximum and

minimum DPTT values may be selected over a respiratory cycle because of the stability

and accuracy of such values as compared to the frequent and/or erratic localized

oscillations in DPTT throughout a single cycle (e.g., the localized fluctuations illustrated

in portion 514 of signal 505 and portion 524 of signal 525). In an embodiment, the

maximum and minimum DPTT values within a respiration cycle may be determined

using any suitable combination of signal processing techniques for determining fiducial

points within a signal, including transformation, manipulation, and/or filtering

techniques. Such techniques are described with respect to FIG. 3 and in, for example,

U.S. Patent Application No. 61/369452, filed 30-Jul-2010, entitled "Systems and

Methods for Processing Multiple Physiological Signals (Atty. Docket No.: H-RM-01672

(COV-85)), which is hereby incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.

In an embodiment, changes in systolic and diastolic pressure may be

calculated using the equation

AP =(c - (T + T )/2) + c4) - ln T ) -ln(T )) (9)

and substituting in different sets of constants for and c depending on whether systolic

pressure or diastolic pressure is being calculated. For example, when a change in



systolic pressure is calculated, may be set to .44 while c 4 is set to -9. 1. In addition,

when a change in diastolic pressure is calculated, C3 may be set to -.26 while C4 is set to -

4.4. In an embodiment, constants C3 and c^may be selected separate from any blood

pressure calibration reading. For example, with reference to FIG. 5A, signal 505 may be

observed over portion 514. Using suitable signal processing techniques, the maximum

systolic DPTT 511 may be determined to be 50.5 milliseconds, and a minimum systolic

DPTT 513 may be determined to be 40 milliseconds. Applying these measurements to

the equation for ∆Ρ with set to .44 and C4 set to -9.1, the change in systolic blood

pressure is calculated to be 6.76 mmHg. Similarly, with reference to FIG. 5B, signal

525 may be observed over portion 524. Using suitable signal processing techniques, the

maximum diastolic DPTT 521 may be determined to be 55.5 milliseconds, and a

minimum diastolic DPTT 523 may be determined to be 49.5 milliseconds. Applying

these measurements to the equation for AP with set to -.26 and C4 set to -4.4, the

change in diastolic blood pressure is calculated to be 2.06 mmHg. In an embodiment

(not shown), identified characteristic points T and 7] used in blood pressure calculation

may be selected according to the maximum and minimum DPTT values of a DPTT

signal associated with thoracic DPTT measurements. Changes in thoracic blood pressure

may be calculated using the equation (9) in a manner similar to the calculation described

with respect to systolic and diastolic blood pressure above using the constants C and C4.

The constants may be further optimized for the changes in thoracic pressure associated

with respiratory effort derived from empirical data.

In an embodiment, the change in blood pressure calculated using equation

(9) directly correlates to the respiratory effort of a patient. Thus, the changes in DPTT

over a respiratory cycle may be used to determine relative changes in respiratory effort.

In an example, the change in respiratory effort may be calculated based on a change in

blood pressure calculated according to the maximum and minimum DPTT values

selected throughout a respiration cycle. For example, a higher measurement of

respiratory effort may be calculated the larger the difference the between the maximum

and minimum DPTT during the respiratory cycle. The maximum and minimum DPTT

values may be selected according to the methods discussed FIG 5(a) and 5(b).

In an embodiment, the window in which maximum and minimum DPTT

measurements are taken may be reduced in size {e.g. , from 3 seconds to 1.5 seconds)

such that the respiration modulation can be better observed in the signal. In addition, the



resolution of signals 505 and 525 may be increased (e.g., by increasing the reducing the

reporting increment from .4 seconds to .1 seconds) to allow for a higher resolution of

respiratory modulations.

In an embodiment, calculated changes in diastolic and systolic blood

pressure measurements may be used in combination to obtain a change in MAP. The

MAP may be calculated according to a weighted average of contemporaneous changes in

diastolic, systolic, and/or thoracic pressure. For example, the change in mean arterial

pressure may be calculated according to

= + ∆ Λ ) 3 (10),

where P and APdia are contemporaneous changes in systolic and diastolic pressures,

respectively. For example, if the change in systolic pressure is 6.76 mmHg and the

change in diastolic pressure is 2.06 mmgH, the change in the MAP according to equation

(10) would be 3.63 mmHg. In an embodiment, the MAP may be calculated based on a

weighted average of contemporaneous changes in diastolic and thoracic pressure,

systolic and thoracic pressure, or diastolic, systolic, and thoracic pressure. In an

embodiment, the MAP may be calculated separate from any blood pressure calibration

reading.

In an embodiment, the change in MAP calculated using equation (10)

directly correlates to the respiratory effort of a patient. Thus, a weighted average of the

changes in diastolic, systolic, and/or thoracic DPTT over a period of time may be used to

determine relative changes in respiratory effort. In an example, the change in respiratory

effort may be calculated based on a change in MAP, which includes a weighted average

of the changes in diastolic and systolic blood pressures over a respiratory cycle. As

discussed, this calculation of respiratory effort does not require calibration readings from

a non-invasive blood pressure cuff.

FIG. 6 shows an illustrative plot 600 of a mean DPTT measurement 612

associated with DPTT signal 10 over a first period of time in accordance with an

embodiment of the disclosure. As mentioned above, DPTT signal 610 may be

representative of either systolic or diastolic DPTT measurements. In an embodiment,

mean DPTT measurement 612 may be calculated using any suitable signal processing

techniques, including, for example, any suitable filtering techniques such as low-pass

filtering. The mean DPTT measurement 612 may be used to calculate a change in blood

pressure along any point in DPTT signal 610, (i.e., a running value of the fluctuation in



systolic or diastolic pressure). For example, a running value of the fluctuation in systolic

or diastolic pressure may be calculated according to

AP = (c, Tm + ) . ( 1η( ) - ln(rm)) ( 11),

where Tis any point along a DPTT signal (e.g., DPTT signal 610), Tm is the mean DPTT

measurement associated with the DPTT signal, and c and are pressure constants

associated with calculation of changes in diastolic or systolic pressure (e.g., the pressure

constants discussed above with respect to FIG. 5A and 5B). In this manner, a highly

localized change in blood pressure may be obtained. In an embodiment, the fluctuation

in systolic or diastolic pressure calculated in equation ( 1 1) directly correlates to the

respiratory effort of a patient. For example, the blood pressure variation given by

equation 11 may be taken as the respiratory effort of the patient.

FIG. 7 shows an illustrative plot 700 of mean DPTT measurements 710

and 720 over multiple periods of time associated with a DPTT signal 702 in accordance

with an embodiment of the disclosure. In an embodiment, the equations discussed with

respect to FIG. 5(a), 5(b), and 6 may be adopted to calculate localized blood pressure

changes other than those associated with a single respiratory cycle (e.g., those changes

discussed with respect to FIG. 5(a) and 5(b)) or highly localized fluctuations (e.g., those

changes discussed with respect to FIG. 6). These changes in pressure may occur over

short periods of respiratory activity, (e.g. seconds), or longer periods, (e.g. several

seconds or minutes). For example, as illustrated in FIG. 7, a patient may be breathing

normally during first period of respiratory activity 706, transition into a period of

restricted breathing activity during second period of respiratory activity 707, and sustain

a period of restricted breathing activity during third period of respiratory activity 708.

The transition into and duration of the period of restricted breathing activity may be due

to increased autonomic and/or respiratory activity on behalf of the patient being

monitored - for example, sitting up on a bed or walking on a treadmill. In an

embodiment, DPTT signal 702 may change in baseline (i.e., mean DPTT) or amplitude

during this increased autonomic activity. For example, mean DPTT measurement 720

associated with signal 702 during third time period 708 may be lower than mean DPTT

measurement 710 associated with signal 702 during first time period 706. In addition,

the amplitude of signal 702 may be larger during third time period 708 than during first

time period 706.



In an embodiment, mean DPTT values may be calculated for several time

periods of signal 702. For example, separate mean DPTT values may be calculated for

first time period 706, second time period 707, and third time period 708. These mean

DPTT values may then be used to calculate localized changes in pressure due to

increased autonomic activity. In an embodiment, this localized change in blood pressure

may be calculated during time periods in which the mean DPTT is stable for a suitable

threshold amount of time. For example, the localized change in blood pressure may be

calculated as:

= ( 3 +
4
)/2) + c ) . (ln(r

3
) - ln(r

4
)) (12)

Where Tm 3 is the mean DPTT value of a first time period in which the mean DPTT was

stable (e.g., first time period 706), Tm4 is the mean DPTT value of a second time period

in which the mean DPTT was stable (e.g. , third time period 708), and ¾ and C4 are

pressure constants associated with calculation of changes in diastolic or systolic pressure

(e.g. , the pressure constants discussed above with respect to FIG. 5A and 5B). In this

manner, a change in blood pressure may be calculated according to the changes in

baseline of signal 702 rather than changes in amplitude. In one suitable approach, mean

DPTT values may be calculated for several time periods of several DPTT signals, and

then used to calculate localized changes in pressure according to equation (12) above.

In an embodiment, the change in blood pressure calculated using equation

(12) directly correlates to the respiratory effort of a patient. Thus, the changes in mean

DPTT over periods of time may be used to determine relative changes in respiratory

effort.

In an embodiment, it will be understood that the calculation of changes in

systolic and/or diastolic blood pressure described with respect to FIGs. 5(a), 5(b), 6, and

7 need not depend on any blood pressure calibration reading. Further, in an embodiment,

it will be understood that changes in blood pressure may be determined according to the

calculations described with respect FIGs. 5(a), 5(b), 6, and 7 using any suitable

relationship between pressure and changes in DPTT - such as a relationship other than

the logarithmic relationship established in the equations discussed above, (e.g. , a linear

relationship).

FIG. 8 is a flowchart 800 of illustrative steps for computing a physical

parameter based on a localized change in DPTT in accordance with an embodiment of

the disclosure. Flow chart 800 may be performed by processor 412 (FIG. 4) or



microprocessor 48 (FIG. 2) in real time using a PPG signal obtained by sensor 12 (FIG.

2) or input signal generator 410 (FIG. 4), which may be coupled to patient 40, using a

time window smaller than the entire time window over which the PPG signal may be

collected. Alternatively, flow chart 800 may be performed offline on PPG signal

samples from QSM 72 (FIG. 2) or from PPG signal samples stored in RAM 54 or ROM

52 (FIG. 2)., using the entire time window of data over which the PPG signal was

collected.

Process 800 may begin at step 810, in which PPG signals may be

collected by sensor 12 or input signal generator 410 over any suitable time period t to

compute changes in physical parameters. In an embodiment, PPG signals may be

collected corresponding to sensors located at different distances from the heart (e.g., at

the finger and forehead). These signals may include a baseline signal that may fluctuate

due to the breathing of patient 40, which may cause the PPG signals to oscillate, or twist,

in the time plane. For example, the PPG signals may experience amplitude modulation

that may be related to dilation of the patient's vessels in correspondence with the patient's

respiration. In addition, the PPG signals may experience baseline modulation that may

be related to the breathing effort of the patient in correspondence to breathing restrictions

or stresses placed on the patient (e.g., exercise). At step 820, DPTT signals may be

calculated based on the signals received at step 810. In an embodiment, separate DPTT

signals may be calculated to reflect diastolic and systolic periods of respiration. The

DPTT signals may be calculated using any suitable combination of signal processing

techniques, such as performing a maximum correlation algorithm based on derivatives

calculated from the PPG signals, and/or using a degree of confidence calculation. Such

techniques are further described in U.S. Patent Application No. 12/847546, filed 30-Jul-

2010, entitled "Systems and Methods for Improved Computation of Differential Pulse

Transit Time from Photoplethysmograph Signals (Atty. Docket No.: H-RM-01634

(COV-87)), which is hereby incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. In an

embodiment, the resolution of the calculated DPTT signals may be increased (e.g., by

increasing the reducing the reporting increment from .4 seconds to .1 seconds) to allow

for a higher resolution of respiratory modulations.

At step 830, localized changes in physical parameters may be calculated

based on selected characteristic points in the DPTT signals. In an embodiment, the

characteristic points may be selected according to the desired type of localized change in

the physical parameter. For example, localized changes in diastolic or systolic blood



pressure may be calculated according to selected maximum and minimum points within

a windowed portion of the DPTT signals by using equation (9). The windowed portion

may correspond to a single respiratory cycle of patient 40. In an embodiment, separate

calculations may be performed using diastolic and systolic DPTT signals to determine

changes in diastolic and systolic pressure. In an embodiment, both diastolic and systolic

DPTT signals may be used to calculate a MAP (e.g., by using equation (10)). A

fluctuation in blood pressure may be calculated using any selected point in the DPTT

signal along with a mean DPTT value associated with the DPTT signal (e.g., by using

equation ( 11)). Other localized blood pressure changes may be calculated using several

mean DPTT values from different portions of DPTT signals (e.g. , a portion where patient

40 is resting and a portion where patient 40 is exercising) by using equation (12). After a

blood pressure measurement is determined at step 830, process 800 may repeat step 830

using different characteristic points to calculate different changes in blood pressure. As

such, process 800 may generate blood pressure measurements continuously. In an

embodiment, the calculated change in blood pressure may be independent from any

blood pressure calibration, as the only parameters used to calculate blood pressure from

the patient are derived from DPTT signals themselves. In an embodiment, the calculated

change in blood pressure may be in absolute units of pressure (e.g., mmHG or cmH20).

In an embodiment, the calculated changes in blood pressure directly correlate to the

respiratory effort of a patient. Thus, the calculated changes in blood pressure may be

used to calculate relative changes in respiratory effort.. In an embodiment, the

calculated changes in blood pressure may be taken to be the respiratory effort of a

patient. Step 830 is described in greater detail with respect to the steps of process 900 of

FIG. 9 below.

At step 840, the calculated physical parameter may be output in any

suitable fashion, for example by storing or displaying the calculated physical parameter.

For example, multi-parameter patient monitor 26 (FIG. 1) may display a patient's blood

pressure on display 28 (FIG. 1). Additionally or alternatively, the measurements may be

saved to memory or a storage device (e.g., ROM 52 or RAM 54 of monitor 14 (FIG. 2))

for later analysis or as a log of a patient's medical history. Process 800 may then proceed

to step 850 and end.

FIG. 9 is a flowchart 900 of illustrative steps for computing an absolute

pressure measurement based on a localized change in DPTT in accordance with an

embodiment of the disclosure. In an embodiment, the steps of process 900 may be



executed as part of step 830 of process 800 (FIG. 8). Process 900 may be performed by

processor 412 (FIG. 4) or microprocessor 48 (FIG. 2) substantially similarly to process

800. Process 900 may begin at step 910. At step 910, pressure calculation coefficients

may be selected for use in the computation of absolute blood pressure. In an

embodiment, the pressure calculation coefficients may be selected according to the

desired type of pressure calculation and/or the DPTT signals available for pressure

calculation (e.g., the DPTT signals calculated at step 820 by processor 412 (FIG. 4) or

microprocessor 48 (FIG. 2)). For example, the pressure calculation coefficients may be

selected based on whether the desired pressure calculation is a diastolic, systolic, or

thoracic blood pressure measurement, and/or whether the available DPTT signals are

associated with DPTT measurements from diastolic, systolic, or thoracic periods of a

heart beat. Suitable pressure calculation coefficients for systolic and diastolic blood

pressure calculation may be substantially similar to the pressure constants discussed with

respect to equation (9) as well as FIG. 5A and 5B.

At step 920, a window, or portion, of the DPTT signals available for

pressure calculation may be selected for use in the computation of absolute blood

pressure. In an embodiment, the window may be selected according to the desired

degree of localization of the computation of absolute blood pressure. For example, if the

desired degree of localization of the blood pressure measurement is an entire respiration

cycle, the window may be selected as a portion of the DPTT signal that reflects an entire

respiration cycle, such as portion 514 (FIG. 5A). As another example, if the desired

degree of localization of the blood pressure measurement is high, the window may be

selected to be an infinitesimal slice of the DPTT signal, such as a collection of points of

the DPTT signal. Finally, if the desired degree of localization of the blood pressure

measurement is low, the window may be selected to be a portion of the DPTT signal that

reflects several respiration cycles, such as 2, 3, 5, 10, or any number of suitable

respiration cycles. In an embodiment, several discontinuous portions of the available

DPTT signals may be selected for the blood pressure calculation window such that there

are multiple blood pressure calculation windows.

At step 930, characteristic points of the DPTT signal may be selected

within the blood pressure calculation windows for use in the computation of absolute

blood pressure. In an embodiment, the characteristic points may be selected based on

distinguishing features of the selected portions of the DPTT signals, such as maximum,

minimum, or mean DPTT values within the blood pressure calculation window. These



characteristic points may be useful in the calculation of blood pressure according to

equation (9) or (10). In an embodiment, the characteristic points may be calculated

based on a mean value of a portion of the points of the DPTT signal within the blood

pressure calculation window. These characteristic points may be useful in the

calculation of blood pressure according to equation ( 11). In an embodiment, the

characteristic points may be selected based on a desired localized change in blood

pressure - e.g., at a point in which the baseline of the DPTT signal is stable, such as

when the patient is in a state of exercise or in a state of rest, but not in transition between

the two. These characteristic points may be useful in the calculation of blood pressure

according to equation (12).

At step 940, an absolute blood pressure measurement is calculated based

on the pressure calculation coefficients selected at step 910 and the characteristic points

selected at step 930. These calculations may be performed according to equations (9)

through (12) substantially similar to the calculations described with respect to step 830.

After a blood pressure measurement is determined at step 940, process 900 may repeat

steps 810, 820, and 830, to select different pressure coefficients and characteristic points

to calculate different changes in blood pressure. As such, process 900 may generate

blood pressure measurements continuously. In an embodiment, the calculated change in

blood pressure may be independent from any blood pressure calibration, as the only

parameters used to calculate blood pressure from the patient are derived from DPTT

signals themselves.

At step 950, respiratory effort is calculated based on the absolute blood

pressure measurements calculated at step 940. These calculations may be based on, for

example, a direct correlation between blood pressure and respiratory effort (e.g., those

correlations discussed with respect to FIG. 5(a), 5(b), 6, and 7. In an example, a higher

measurement of respiratory effort may be calculated the larger the difference the between

the maximum and minimum DPTT during the respiratory cycle. In addition, a higher

measurement of respiratory effort may be calculated the larger the difference between a

lower mean DPTT value over a first period of time as compared to a higher mean DPTT

value over a second period of time. In an embodiment, the calculated changes in blood

pressure may be taken to be the respiratory effort of a patient.

In practice, one or more steps of processes 800 and 900 may be combined

with other steps, performed in any suitable order, performed in parallel (e.g.,

simultaneously or substantially simultaneously), or removed.



The foregoing is merely illustrative of the principles of this disclosure and

various modifications can be made by those skilled in the art without departing from the

scope and spirit of the disclosure. The above described embodiments are presented for

purposes of illustration and not of limitation. The present disclosure also can take many

forms other than those explicitly described herein. Accordingly, it is emphasized that the

disclosure is not limited to the explicitly disclosed methods, systems, and apparatuses,

but is intended to include variations to and modifications thereof which are within the

spirit of the following claims.



What is Claimed is:

. A method for calculating a measure of respiratory effort of a

subject, the method comprising:

receiving at least one (PPG) signal\

calculating, using electronic processing equipment, a differential

pulse transit time (DPTT) for each of the at least one PPG signal;

determining, using the electronic processing equipment, a measure

of respiratory effort based at least in part on the calculated DPTTs; and

storing, using a storage device, the measure of respiratory effort.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the determining further

comprises:

selecting a plurality of pressure calculation coefficients based on

the calculated DPTTs;

selecting a plurality of characteristic DPTTs;

determining, based at least in part on the selected pressure

calculation coefficients and selected characteristic DPTTs, an absolute measure of blood

pressure; and

calculating, based at least in part on the absolute measure of blood

pressure, a measure of respiratory effort.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the absolute measure of blood

pressure is determined solely based on the selected pressure calculation coefficients and

selected characteristic DPTTs.

4. The method of claim 2, further comprising:

selecting at least a portion of the calculated DPTTs corresponding

to at least one respiratory cycle of the subject; and

selecting a plurality of characteristic DPTTs within the portion of

the DPTTs.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the characteristic DPTTs are

selected based on at least a maximum DPTT value and a minimum DPTT value in the

portion of the DPTTs.



6. The method of claim 4, further comprising calculating a mean

DPTT value corresponding to the at least one respiratory cycle of the subject.

7. The method of claim 2, further comprising:

selecting at least a portion of the calculated DPTTs corresponding

to at least two periods of respiratory activity;

calculating a mean DPTT value corresponding to each of the at

least two periods of respiratory activity; and

determining, based at least in part on the selected pressure

calculation coefficients and calculated mean DPTT values, the absolute measure of blood

pressure.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the at least two periods of

respiratory activity correspond to at least one period in which the subject is exercising

and at least one period in which the subject is resting.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the calculation of the measure of

respiratory effort is based on a linear relationship between an absolute measure of blood

pressure and respiratory effort.

A system for calculating a measure of respiratory effort of

subject, comprising:

an input for receiving at least one photoplethysmograph (PPG)

signal;

a processor capable of using at least a portion of the at least one

PPG signal to:

calculate a differential pulse transit time (DPTT) for each

of the at least one PPG signals; and

determine a measure of respiratory effort based at least in

part on the calculated DPTTs; and

a storage device for storing the measure of respiratory effort.

1. The system of claim 10, wherein the processor is capable of using

at least a portion of the calculated DPTTs to:



select a plurality of pressure calculation coefficients based on the

calculated DPTTs;

select a plurality of characteristic DPTTs;

determine, based at least in part on the selected pressure

calculation coefficients and selected characteristic DPTTs, an absolute measure of blood

pressure; and

calculate, based at least in part on the absolute measure of blood

pressure, a measure of respiratory effort.

12. The system of claim 11, wherein the absolute measure of blood

pressure is determined solely based on the selected pressure calculation coefficients and

selected characteristic DPTTs.

13. The system of claim 11, wherein the processor is capable of using

at least a portion of the calculated DPTTs to:

select at least a portion of the calculated DPTTs corresponding to

at least one respiratory cycle of the subject; and

select a plurality of characteristic DPTTs within the portion of the

DPTTs.

14. The system of claim 13, wherein the characteristic DPTTs are

selected based on at least a maximum DPTT value and a minimum DPTT value in the

portion of the DPTTs.

15. The system of claim 13, wherein the processor is further

configured to calculate a mean DPTT value corresponding to the at least one respiratory

cycle of the subject.

6. The system of claim 11, wherein the processor is capable of using

at least a portion of the calculated DPTTs to:

select at least a portion of the calculated DPTTs corresponding to

at least two periods of respiratory activity;

calculate a mean DPTT value corresponding to each of the at least

two periods of respiratory activity; and



determine, based at least in part on the selected pressure

calculation coefficients and calculated mean DPTT values, the absolute measure of blood

pressure.

17. The system of claim 16, wherein the at least two periods of

respiratory activity correspond to at least one period in which the subject is exercising

and at least one period in which the subject is resting.

18. The system of claim 10, wherein the calculation of the measure of

respiratory effort is based on a linear relationship between an absolute measure of blood

pressure and respiratory effort.

1 . Computer readable storage media comprising instructions for:

receiving at least one photoplethysmograph (PPG) signal;

calculating at least one differential pulse transit time (DPTT) for

each of the at least one PPG signals;

determining a measure of respiratory effort based at least in part

on the calculated DPTTs; and

storing the measure of respiratory effort.
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